BIGFOOT MAGAZINE

COLLECTOR’S EDITION CATALOG #90
BIGFOOT FINGER FEET
You've been searching for a long time, but you've finally stumbled across the source of those mysterious footprints in the woods: this set of two Bigfoot finger puppets. Bigfoot is famous for his namesake giant feet. What is your hand famous for? Nothing! Why not give it some Sasquatch tootsies and let it taope around while people take out-of-focus pictures of it? Each foot is 2¾" long and made of soft vinyl. Just like the real Bigfoot, this set comes with one right foot and one left foot.

M6644. $3.95 set of 2.

BIGFOOT ACTION FIGURE
This 7¼" tall hard vinyl Bigfoot Action Figure is the perfect thing to hide in the bushes of your backyard. Then you and your friends can dress up in camo and look for it. If you're lucky, you'll get your own TV series. Just don't bother the real Bigfoot, let him abide in peace.

12458. $12.50 ea.

WHAT WOULD BIGFOOT DO? NOTEBOOK
When you're asking for direction in life, you could do worse than asking, “What Would Bigfoot Do?” This 56-page, 7½” x 5¼” notebook with ruled paper has a Bigfoot spinner on the front, so you can use it to answer all of life’s important questions with answers like “Eat berries” or “Freak out campers.” Bookmark ribbon.

12853. $7.95 ea.

BIGFOOT PLAYING CARDS
Probably the best use for these is playing Solitaire while camping. Just don’t be surprised if a hairy hand reaches over your shoulder and points out that you can put that black seven on the left foot.

12849. $6.95 ea.

CRYPTOZOOLOGISTS in this camp think Bigfoot might be the direct descendant of an ancient Asian ape known as Gigantopithecus. The name simply means giant ape and the theory is that it—or its descendants—crossed the Bering Land Bridge from Asia into North America. But we don’t know a hell of a lot about Gigantopithecus, mainly because all evidence we have of its existence consists of a few thousand fossil teeth and a handful of jaw bones. It had really big teeth. And really big jaws. And that is all we know. No other more useful fossils to paint a, ahem, bigger picture.

Before you flip the page in disgust and move on to the finger puppet section (and wow, are there some GO0D ones this time), hear me out. You might need to rethink your opinions of Bigfoot. It might not be just a myth. And in fact, there’s a possibility that, even if it’s not around today, Bigfoot could very well have been a living, breathing creature. Now seriously, scientifically-minded Bigfoot experts think that if it is, or was, real, Bigfoot would probably be a primate of sorts, and related to humans. How closely related? Like “I’m coming to Thanksgiving and bringing all my kids but not actually making anything” related? The answer to that depends on which Bigfoot expert you’re talking to.

Think back to high school biology and you might remember this sequence: Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family, Genus, Species. Some Sasquatch seekers theorize that the ancestors of Bigfoot and humans would have been part of the same family—Family Hominidae—which means they parted evolutionary ways between 5 and 8 million years ago. So related, but distantly, and you’re probably not required to invite Bigfoot for dinner, least of all because of questionable table manners.

Cryptozoologists in this camp think Bigfoot might be the direct descendant of an ancient Asian ape known as Gigantopithecus. The name simply means giant ape and the theory is that it—or its descendants—crossed the Bering Land Bridge from Asia into North America. But we don’t know a hell of a lot about Gigantopithecus, mainly because all evidence we have of its existence consists of a few thousand fossil teeth and a handful of jaw bones. It had really big teeth. And really big jaws. And that is all we know. No other more useful fossils to paint a, ahem, bigger picture.

Before you flip the page in disgust and move on to the finger puppet section (and wow, are there some GOOD ones this time), hear me out. You might need to rethink your opinions of Bigfoot. It might not be just a myth. And in fact, there’s a possibility that, even if it’s not around today, Bigfoot could very well have been a living, breathing creature. Now seriously, scientifically-minded Bigfoot experts think that if it is, or was, real, Bigfoot would probably be a primate of sorts, and related to humans. How closely related? Like “I’m coming to Thanksgiving and bringing all my kids but not actually making anything” related? The answer to that depends on which Bigfoot expert you’re talking to.

Think back to high school biology and you might remember this sequence: Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family, Genus, Species. Some Sasquatch seekers theorize that the ancestors of Bigfoot and humans would have been part of the same family—Family Hominidae—which means they parted evolutionary ways between 5 and 8 million years ago. So related, but distantly, and you’re probably not required to invite Bigfoot for dinner, least of all because of questionable table manners.

Cryptzoologists in this camp think Bigfoot might be the direct descendant of an ancient Asian ape known as Gigantopithecus. The name simply means giant ape and the theory is that it—or its descendants—crossed the Bering Land Bridge from Asia into North America. But we don’t know a hell of a lot about Gigantopithecus, mainly because all evidence we have of its existence consists of a few thousand fossil teeth and a handful of jaw bones. It had really big teeth. And really big jaws. And that is all we know. No other more useful fossils to paint a, ahem, bigger picture.

Then there’s a second school of thought on Bigfoot ancestry—a small group of Bigfoot believers thinks that Bigfoot might be in the same genus as humans, genus Homo. And if that’s the case, well, you might have to put out an extra place-setting at dinner (maybe don’t use the fine china), because that’s REALLY closely related. Homo erectus, Homo neanderthalensis, and Homo footus? Not as crazy as it might seem—(we (Homo sapiens) once shared the planet with Homo erectus and the Neanderthals. In fact, up until about 30,000 or 40,000 years ago, there were a whole lot of human-esque creatures—homínids—walking the planet, including us. Evolution experts even say there could have been as many as seven or eight different hominid species living at the same time. And those are just the ones we have records of—fossils. Just a word here about fossils: Do you have any idea how hard it is to become one? Imagine you’re an animal that dies. You have to avoid being scattered and crunched up. Your bones have to be covered by sediment pretty quickly to avoid weathering away. Those sediments have to be incorporated into the rock record. Then there has to be erosion and then someone has to come along to find the fossil, sticking out of the rock before they get destroyed by the elements again. Basically, the chances of becoming a discovered fossil are really pretty slim.

Which helps the argument for fossil Bigfoot, even if it doesn’t make the creature any easier to find. But whether Bigfoot is too distantly related to get a dinner invite, or close enough to get a seat at the table, I can totally buy the idea that something like Bigfoot might have walked the earth. Maybe even recently. I mean, eyewitness accounts and stories about Sasquatch go way back—centuries, even—so maybe, just maybe, some sort of Bigfoot-esque creature coexisted with humans if not now, then once upon a time. So stock up on your Bigfoot gear. Carry it with pride. That air freshener or lunchbox isn’t just some whimsical silliness dreamed up by Archie McPhee. No, this is about science! Evolution! Anthropology! If someone gives you guff about “believing in an imaginary creature,” just remember, you’re talking to your relative. And you’re not going to let someone talk that way about your cousin, are you? I didn’t think so.

Laura Krantz is the host and producer of Wild Thing, a podcast about Sasquatch, science and society. A longtime journalist, editor and producer, she currently runs the audio division at her tiny media company, Foxtopus Ink. Prior to that, she spent close to a decade in public radio and has also written for Outside, Newsweek and Popular Science. While she hasn’t spotted Bigfoot yet, you better believe she’s keeping her eyes peeled.
EMERGENCY BIGFOOT
We spent many long nights in tents with complicated recording equipment to get the actual Bigfoot to make the sounds for our Emergency Bigfoot noisemaker. At one point we even coated the microphone with peanut butter to get the sounds of him snorting! This 3¼” electronic Emergency Bigfoot noisemaker includes four sounds—howl, snort, roar and groan. You know, all the noises Bigfoot is known for. Batteries included.
12745. $9.95 ea.

BIGFOOT RESEARCH KIT
Our Bigfoot Research Kit contains items that easily double (maybe triple!) your chances of finding Bigfoot. Probably the most helpful advice is in the included informational booklet. It lets you in on the secret that Bigfoot is an introvert, so he’s cool if you’re mellow, but don’t come on all harsh and huggy. So, how do you approach Bigfoot? You have to buy this kit to find out! Comes in a 7” x 5” x 1½” decorated cardboard box that contains stickers, a membership card, evidence flags, the previously mentioned informational booklet, field journal, a magnifier and satch. This will make your inner 10-year-old, or an actual 10-year-old, very happy.
12519. $15.95 ea.

DRESS-UP BIGFOOT
Our Dress-Up Bigfoot comes with 28 reusable vinyl cling pieces of clothing and accessories: that you can use to dress Bigfoot. At 16” tall, he’ll make a handsome desk accessory or holiday decoration. You can dress Bigfoot to your whim, but we’re partial to him in his tighty-whities. It’s pretty ironic that he has his own soap brand, but his PR team is trying to change his image and general shenanigans. We can’t say this is Bigfoot-approved, but we might have one soaked in his tears because he thought it was so perfect. (He’s a sensitive soul) 99% pre-shrunk cotton.
M6666. $14.95 ea.

BIGFOOT SOAP
Bigfoot Soap is the perfect thing to clean up with after a long day of searching for Bigfoot. If you wander the forests and have near run-ins with Bigfoot, you’ll figure out quick that he’s hairy. It’s pretty ironic that he has his own soap brand, but his PR team is trying to change his image and this is the first step. Each unscented 2½ oz. bar of soap has Bigfoot’s silhouette debossed on top and soap has a sweet retro design. You can use to dress Bigfoot. At 16” tall, he’ll make a handsome desk accessory or holiday decoration. You can dress Bigfoot to your whim, but we’re partial to him in his tighty-whities. It’s pretty ironic that he has his own soap brand, but his PR team is trying to change his image and general shenanigans. We can’t say this is Bigfoot-approved, but we might have one soaked in his tears because he thought it was so perfect. (He’s a sensitive soul) 99% pre-shrunk cotton.
M6591. $4.50 set of 3.

BIGFOOT SCARF
This 71” long soft-knit acrylic scarf is decorated with multiple Bigfoot and bright, beautiful stripes. Keeps your neck warm in everything from a zephyr to a gale. The perfect thing to wear for long walks in the woods of the Pacific Northwest.
12665. $18.95 ea.

BIGFOOT BUTTONS
These pins proclaim to the world that you love Bigfoot. Of course, you have to actually wear clothes to pin them to, which means the actual Bigfoot would have no place to stick them. You can stab these three 1¼” pins wherever you like, but we recommend your lapel, shirt pocket or your beauty pageant sash.
M6535. $42.50 ea.

BIGFOOT SWEATER
This Santa Sasquatch is making his way through the forests of the Pacific Northwest to prove that he exists. It’s the perfect look for an ugly sweater party this holiday season. This one-size-fits-most sweater is sausage-casing-tight on a 2XL person and awkwardly loose on a medium frame. 100% cotton. Buy it fast; these won’t last long!
M6666. $42.50 ea.

I SAW BIGFOOT T-SHIRT
This stylish shirt features Bigfoot and proclaims that you saw him at Archie McPhee. Perfect for visiting parks, photo bombing and wearing for general shenanigans. We can’t say this is Bigfoot-approved, but we might have one soaked in his tears because he thought it was so perfect. (He’s a sensitive soul) 99% pre-shrunk cotton.
M6333. $14.95 ea.

RETRO BIGFOOT T-SHIRT
Bigfoot is many things, but did you know, despite his nudity, he’s also a fashion icon? This Bigfoot shirt will become a cornerstone to your wardrobe. As you shop for clothes, you’ll find yourself thinking, “Will this go with my Bigfoot shirt?” 50/50 cotton/poly blend with a sweet retro design.
M6666. $14.95 ea.

BIGFOOT SOCKS
Everyone loves Bigfoot and these Bigfoot Socks are the perfect way to celebrate the most popular cryptozoological creature in the world. I mean, you are using your own feet to pay homage to the king of feet. These socks are conceptually sound. If you’re going Bigfoot hunting, you pretty much have to wear these socks. It’s a rule. These men’s dress socks made of a soft combed cotton blend.
12686. $8.95 ea.

BIGFOOT SWEATER
This Santa Sasquatch is making his way through the forests of the Pacific Northwest to prove that he exists. It’s the perfect look for an ugly sweater party this holiday season. This one-size-fits-most sweater is sausage-casing-tight on a 2XL person and awkwardly loose on a medium frame. 100% cotton. Buy it fast; these won’t last long!
M6666. $42.50 ea.

BIGFOOT POCKET JOURNALS
This set of three notebooks is decorated with three different Bigfoot covers. You can write anything you want inside, but to the world, you’ll all look like a scientist trying to find Sasquatch. Comes in a 7” x 5” x 1½” decorated cardboard box that contains stickers, a membership card, evidence flags, the previously mentioned informational booklet, field journal, a magnifier and satch. This will make your inner 10-year-old, or an actual 10-year-old, very happy.
12517. $6.95 set of 3.

BIGFOOT JOURNAL
This set of three notebooks is decorated with three different Bigfoot covers. You can write anything you want inside, but to the world, you’ll all look like a scientist trying to find Sasquatch. Comes in a 7” x 5” x 1½” decorated cardboard box that contains stickers, a membership card, evidence flags, the previously mentioned informational booklet, field journal, a magnifier and satch. This will make your inner 10-year-old, or an actual 10-year-old, very happy.
12517. $6.95 set of 3.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. SMALL PARTS. NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 3 YEARS.
BIGFOOT AIR FRESHENER
Those of us who live in Washington and Oregon
are Bigfoot believers. If you're one of the few,
you may want to consider this air freshener.
If Bigfoot were packing his own lunch, it
would probably be berries, grubs and roasted pine cones. Thankfully,
you can put whatever you want in this retro, metal
BIGFOOT LUNCHBOX
If Bigfoot were packing his own lunch, it
would probably be berries, grubs and roasted pine cones. Thankfully,
you can put whatever you want in this retro, metal
BIGFOOT BANDAGES
Over time, Bigfoot's feet have probably developed
a pretty thick callus. But with that much surface
area, he has to occasionally step on a piece of glass
or a sharp stick. Bigfoot must need bandages con-
stantly! We've designed this pack of ten extra large
BIGFOOT CAN COOLER
This foam collapsible cooler makes your can
cooler in temperature and cooler in the Fonzie
sense. Bigfoot will make sure that your can
is taken care of and easily identifiable. Turns
your backyard BBQ into a cryptozoological
KIDS STUFF
THE COUNCIL OF MONSTERS
The Cubes have been transformed onto the scenes of
Monsters features all your favorite creatures: a vampire, a werewolf,
Frankenstein's monster and Jack. (Jack is a vegetable stand salomeman
who was bitten by a radioactive pumpkin!) These 2½” hard vinyl
figures are fully posable and come as a set of four, split into two pack-
ages. They're both adorable and horrifying!
SEÑOR MISTERIOSO
Is Señor Misterioso an extremely
dangerous man or just a harmless so-
ciale in a glowing suit? He has inex-
plicably become entangled in all the
major events in the last one hundred years and nobody is sure just how
much he knows. Just when you think he couldn't get any more mysterious,
Señor Misterioso is now BIG! Tall
This new plaster grande señor statue
silently glows in the dark and secretly
plots to take over the world... Or is
he saving it? Who knows?
ARCHIE MCPHEE STARTER KIT
Have a (weird) friend you think would like an Archie McPhee? Send them an Archie
McPhee Starter Kit! Each kit includes $10 off their first order, a Rubber Chicken
Finger Puppet, a pair of Finger hands, two Finger Monsters, a pack of Super
Awesome Trading Cards, a pressed penny, a Strange Friends Notebook and a
bunch of other stuff. We promise they'll be impressed and a little freaked out.
SENSE OF HUMOR
Know someone with no sense of humor? Buy
them one! This Sense of Humor includes a
Rubber Chicken, a Whooppee Cushion, a pair of
Classic disguise Glasses, a Joy Buzzer, a Fly in an
Ice Cube, nine sets of Fake
Teeth and much more! It
comes in a box that says,
"Congratulations! Some-
one bought you a sense
of humor!"
LUCY TAKE-OUT SURPRISE
Wow! So cute! What value! These Chinese food take-out
containers are stuffed to the flaps with Archie McPhee
products at an incredible discount price. In fact, it's over
$30 in products for less than $30. The cuteness and
portability of the containers means it's an excellent hostess
gift or party favor. Content does vary from container
to container, but they are very similar. Does not include
fortune cookie.
CONTENTS VARY FROM SHOWN
contents.
CONTENTS VARY FROM SHOWN
CONTENTS VARY FROM SHOWN
CONTENTS VARY FROM SHOWN
SURPRISE TREASURE BOX
When you're looking for a gift to let someone know just how awesome you think
they are, the Surprise Treasure Box is it. We stuff each one with a weird and won-
derful assortment of Archie McPhee trinkets and goodies that any person with
a refined taste for the strange will enjoy. Each printed box comes with over $45
worth of awesomeness for less than $20! Box size is 9” x 6” x 4”. Assortment
may vary from picture.
M6631. $19.95 ea.
M6635. $3.95 ea.
M6579. $24.95 ea.
M6484. $9.95 ea.
M6638. $18.95 ea.
M6611. $19.95 ea.
M6477. $5.95 ea.
M6636. $3.95 ea.
M6637. $5.95 ea.
M6639. $18.95 ea.
M6637. $5.95 ea.
M6579. $24.95 ea.
M6484. $9.95 ea.
FINGER MONSTERS

“Here’s the church, here’s the steeple, open up the door and here’s all the Finger Monsters!” Finger Monsters are one of our best-selling products of all time. If you had them as a kid, you probably still have one stuck on a pencil on your desk at work. These 2” tall fiends are perfect for low (and we mean really low) budget puppet shows. Each one has a different excited facial expression ranging from a panic-induced menace to a menacing panic, so the possibilities are endless. Set of eight (one of each style).

M6131. $5.95 set of 8.

GLOW-IN-THE-DARK FINGER MONSTERS

This set of eight glow-in-the-dark 2” tall rubber Finger Monsters have the same eight amazing styles as the other monsters, but they glow! That means when you turn out the light, they’ll stick out like a sore thumb. Especially if one is on your thumb at the time. They’re perfect for such monster activities as hiding in the attic, peeking out of a closet or lying in wait under your bed.

M6586. $7.95 set of 8.

BLACK & WHITE FINGER MONSTERS

As little as 100 years ago, most things were in black and white. If you doubt us, just look at all the pictures from the olden days. Talk about drab! So, we decided to make a set of four soft rubber Finger Monsters in black and white. Perfect for staging your own noir puppet show or just pretending your hand is in a silent movie. Each puppet is about 2” tall and would not look out of place in a photograph of Abraham Lincoln.

M6552. $4.95 set of 4.

EYEBALL FINGER PUPPETS

We’ve all known people who have eyes on the back of their head, but now you can have them on your finger! Good for staring, peeping and peering. These ten soft vinyl 1½” Eyeball Finger Puppets come in an assortment of ten eyes in three different eye colors.


STRESS TARDIGRADE

The mighty tardigrade can survive everything from outer space to dehydration to frigid temperatures. Also known as water bears and moss piglets, this is a 4½” squishy polyurethane foam version of the microscopic marvel.

12846. $7.50 ea.

FINGER SQUIRRELS

Your hand is the tree and these seriously cute squirrels live on the finger branches. Each soft vinyl 1¾” squirrel is one of four different colors. Of course, if you start wearing them all the time and telling people that your hand is a tree, they’ll think you’re nuts! If you can find the right-sized acorn, their little arms will carry it.

M6640. $7.95 set of 4.

HAIRLESS HUGO

Poor bald kitty! Hugo is a hairless cat and now you can give him the fuzzy fur he so richly deserves. Just move the metal shavings around with the magnetic plastic wand and you can create everything from a ‘50s pop star cat to Hugo’s own evil twin, Oguh. Really the only limit is your own imagination.

12842. $6.95 ea.

STRESS MANATEE

Now you can get rid of all your anxiety by squeezing this soft polyurethane foam 5½” squishy while you read the affirming poem on the back of the package. I like to put the manatee on my shoulder and pretend that it’s whispering relaxing things to me.

12809. $7.50 ea.

INFLATABLE TIARA

We’ve all been stuck in this situation: The Queen is on her way up and you find yourself bare-headed like a commoner. You’ve left your tiara at home! This Inflatable Tiara is the perfect thing to keep with you at all times for royal emergencies. Whether you’re entertaining actual royalty or just declaring yourself the monarch of your office, a few puffs on this vinyl tiara with an elastic strap will give you the authority you need. Fits most heads.

12839. $7.50 ea.

DRESS-UP PICKLE

Have you ever thought to yourself, “I wish that pickle was dressed as a cowboy with a giant curly mustache”? If so, this is the product for you! It’s a 7¾” tall, laminated cardboard pickle in a jar with foldout stand. It comes with 33 reusable vinyl clings.

12841. $7.95 ea.

BABY FACE

Some babies are born bald. Wouldn’t it be fun if you could give them hair? Just move the metal shavings with the magnetic plastic wand and create baby hairscapes that boggle the imagination! From hipster to gangster, this whiskerless whelp will be transformed into the terrifically tressed toddler of your dreams.

12848. $6.95 ea.
**FINGER HANDS**

These tiny vinyl hands are great at parties and for getting into non-serious bar fights where you just exchange tiny slaps. Set of ten (five left, five right) 2½” tall hand finger puppets, bulk in bag.

M6549. LIGHT SKIN TONE. $9.95 set of 10.
M6613. DARK SKIN TONE. $9.95 set of 10.

**GLOW-IN-THE-DARK FINGER HANDS**

Glow-in-the-Dark Finger Hands are perfect for intense dance parties, black light mischief and doing tiny high-fives in secret with your friends. This set of two soft vinyl finger puppets fits snugly on the end of your fingers and look like tiny glowing hands. Each is 2½” tall and is translucently green in color. Comes with a right hand and a left hand.

M6583. $3.95 set of 2.

**RAINBOW FINGER HANDS**

Finger Hands in all the colors of the rainbow! It’s like some kind of crazy Finger Hand dream came true! These colorful 2½” tall tiny hands come in five different colors and will transform your hand into a glorious rainbow of hands. You’ll have such pride in your full spectrum of digits. Turns your hand into a symbol of hope, diversity and community! Colors are red, blue, yellow, green and purple.

M6626. $9.95 set of 10.

**FINGER FEET**

Turn your fingers into legs with Finger Feet! Made of soft vinyl, these 2½” long tiny toesies are so irresistible you’ll be tempted to run a marathon with your hand. Buy some Finger Hands to go with them and your hand will suddenly be the most interesting part of your body! Take that, face!

M6609. LIGHT SKIN TONE. $2.95 set of 2.
M6652. DARK SKIN TONE. $3.95 set of 2.

**SQUIRREL UNDERPANTS**

Squirrel Underpants are real! They started as an April Fools joke, but the reaction to them was so strong we decided to actually make tiny squirrel underwear. Are you sick and tired of squirrels running naked in the trees around your house? Have you had to hide your children’s eyes when a tiny furry nudist flashes himself while you’re on a walk? We’ve got the answer: Squirrel Underpants! Each pair of minuscule briefs has a 3” waist and is made of 95% cotton and 5% spandex. Also good for hamsters, frogs and gerbils.

11884. $6.50 ea.

**FINGER HANDS FOR FINGER HANDS**

We were staring at our Finger Hands, as we often do, and had a thought. What if Finger Hands had Finger Hands of their own? That’s when Finger Hands for Finger Hands were born. Not only do these fit on Finger Hands, they’ll fit on pencils, pens and even chopsticks! Like an ever-extending fractal.

M6608. LIGHT SKIN TONE. $1.00 set of 10.
M6609. DARK SKIN TONE. $1.00 set of 10.

**RAINBOW FINGER HANDS**

Glow-in-the-Dark Finger Hands are perfect for intense dance parties, black light mischief and doing tiny high-fives in secret with your friends. This set of two soft vinyl finger puppets fits snugly on the end of your fingers and look like tiny glowing hands. Each is 2½” tall and is translucently green in color. Comes with a right hand and a left hand.

M6583. $3.95 set of 2.

**FORMAL HANDERPANTS**

As much as we love Handerpants, even we have to admit they aren’t the correct attire for every occasion. Now it has all changed! These Formal Handerpants are perfect for everything from an awards ceremony to a funeral. If a judge is about to sentence you or you’re graduating from law school, these are the Handerpants you should wear. These 95% cotton, 5% spandex fingerless gloves have the look and feel of men’s formal briefs. Fit most adult hands.

12813. $9.95 ea.

**HANDERPANTS**

Are you really naked under those gloves? For Pete’s sake, put on some Handerpants! These 95% cotton, 5% spandex, fingerless gloves have the look and feel of men’s briefs. Slip them on underneath your gloves for extra warmth and protection from chafing! Wear them on their own as a vaguely inappropriate fashion statement. Hundreds of uses! Great for nightblogging! Fit most adult hands.

11951. $9.95 ea.

**SQUIRREL UNDERPANTS**

Want to know what goes on behind the scenes at Archie McPhee? Heff, Shana and David share the stories of how our products get made and all the strange things that happen here. We have a whole episode of Bigfoot stories, tell the TRUTH about Bibo, and even have three interviews with the owner of Archie McPhee, Mark Pahlow. Available on iTunes or wherever you listen to podcasts.
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Need more info about a product? Go to mcphee.com
RUBBER CHICKEN FINGER PUPPET
That is one serious finger you’ve got. In fact, I’d call your fingers all somber and sullen. What’s up with that? This latex 6½” Rubber Chicken Finger Puppet slips on the tip of your finger and turns it into a rubber chicken. Now your finger can go on tour and open up for Steve Harvey. No joke! 12781. $4.50 ea.

INFLATABLE RUBBER CHICKEN
Any serious situation can be deflated by the introduction of a rubber chicken, but traditional rubber chickens are so impractically large for daily use. This vinyl Inflatable Rubber Chicken slides easily into any bag or purse waiting to be introduced at the exact moment a little levity is needed. 16½” when inflated. 12287. $7.95 ea.

POCKET RUBBER CHICKEN
Sure, Rubber Chickens are the funniest thing ever, but if we had one complaint it would be their unwieldy size. We’re all familiar with the trouble caused by taking your Rubber Chicken into a fancy restaurant or trying to get it through TSA. These vinyl Pocket Rubber Chickens are only 3” long and, as the name suggests, will fit in your pocket for easy (and hilarious) transport. M6585. $4.95 set of 5.

RAINBOW RUBBER CHICKENS
We’ve upgraded our Pocket Rubber Chickens with rainbow color! There are five different brightly colored Rubber Chickens made of vinyl. Not only that, but each chromatic clucker is 3”, which makes them the perfect size for easy transport. M6630. $4.95 set of 5.

ITTY BITTY RUBBER CHICKENS
Rubber Chickens are funny, so that means Itty Bitty Rubber Chickens are not only hilarious, but also adorable. Win win! This is a bag of twelve hard vinyl 1½” mini-chickens. Fun by the flock. 12593. $7.95 bag of 12.

BENDY RUBBER CHICKEN
If you’re in search of perfectly pliable poultry to perch precariously on a precipice, this is the product for you! This 5” tall, soft vinyl rubber chicken is bendable and comes with an illustrated card that folds out into a barnyard backdrop for posing. You’ll never want to deal with a boring, stiff chicken again! Just bend his tiny wings and you can make him hug all kinds of things! This chicken cares! 12866. $4.50 ea.

CHAMPION RUBBER CHICKEN
This squawking Rubber Chicken won a blue ribbon at the barnyard games for its shrill yell! It’s a soft vinyl 13” chicken that squeals and squawks with every squeeze. Guaranteed attention getter; we irritated everyone in our office when we were testing it. Now, you can irritate everyone in your life, just like you’ve always dreamed. 12777. $7.50 ea.

BASIC RUBBER CHICKEN
Really funny people know they need a Deluxe Rubber Chicken, but sometimes people are only worth a cheaper alternative. This 20” Basic Rubber Chicken isn’t quite up to the standard of our highest quality rubber chicken, but it’s perfect for those moments when quantity of funny is more important than quality of funny. Soft vinyl. 12765. $6.95 ea.

DELUXE RUBBER CHICKEN
This isn’t the scrawny, anemic, unreal- istic Rubber Chicken sold everywhere else; this is the world’s finest version! The amount of care and thought that goes into our Rubber Chicken guarantees that it’s funnier than any other brand. This Deluxe Rubber Chicken is 18½” long, hand-painted and made of a rugged latex that feels like plucked chicken skin. 09511. $8.95 ea.

GLOW-IN-THE-DARK RUBBER CHICKEN
This 20” soft vinyl Glow-in-the-Dark Rubber Chicken will make you giggle no matter how little light there is. Whether you’re sitting in the dark in your living room pretending to not be home while someone knocks on the door, building a blanket fort or UPS-ing yourself cross-country in a crate, you’ll be laughing the entire time. 12838. $10.95 ea.

RUBBER CHICKEN FINGER PUPPET
This 20” soft vinyl 3 inch Finger Puppet is so mean it is a serious finger you’ve got. In fact, I’ll call your fingers all somber and sullen. What’s up with that? This latex 6½” Finger Puppet will make your fingers turn into a rubber chicken. Now your finger can go on tour and open up for Steve Harvey. No joke! 12781. $4.50 ea.

INFLATABLE RUBBER CHICKEN
Any serious situation can be deflated by the introduction of a rubber chicken, but traditional rubber chickens are so impractically large for daily use. This vinyl Inflatable Rubber Chicken slides easily into any bag or purse waiting to be introduced at the exact moment a little levity is needed. 16½” when inflated. 12287. $7.95 ea.

POCKET RUBBER CHICKEN
Sure, Rubber Chickens are the funniest thing ever, but if we had one complaint it would be their unwieldy size. We’re all familiar with the trouble caused by taking your Rubber Chicken into a fancy restaurant or trying to get it through TSA. These vinyl Pocket Rubber Chickens are only 3” long and, as the name suggests, will fit in your pocket for easy (and hilarious) transport! M6585. $4.95 set of 5.

RAINBOW RUBBER CHICKENS
We’ve upgraded our Pocket Rubber Chickens with rainbow color! There are five different brightly colored Rubber Chickens made of vinyl. Not only that, but each chromatic clucker is 3”, which makes them the perfect size for easy transport. M6630. $4.95 set of 5.

ITTY BITTY RUBBER CHICKENS
Rubber Chickens are funny, so that means Itty Bitty Rubber Chickens are not only hilarious, but also adorable. Win win! This is a bag of twelve hard vinyl 1½” mini-chickens. Fun by the flock. 12593. $7.95 bag of 12.

BENDY RUBBER CHICKEN
If you’re in search of perfectly pliable poultry to perch precariously on a precipice, this is the product for you! This 5” tall, soft vinyl rubber chicken is bendable and comes with an illustrated card that folds out into a barnyard backdrop for posing. You’ll never want to deal with a boring, stiff chicken again! Just bend his tiny wings and you can make him hug all kinds of things! This chicken cares! 12866. $4.50 ea.

CHAMPION RUBBER CHICKEN
This squawking Rubber Chicken won a blue ribbon at the barnyard games for its shrill yell! It’s a soft vinyl 13” chicken that squeals and squawks with every squeeze. Guaranteed attention getter; we irritated everyone in our office when we were testing it. Now, you can irritate everyone in your life, just like you’ve always dreamed. 12777. $7.50 ea.

BASIC RUBBER CHICKEN
Really funny people know they need a Deluxe Rubber Chicken, but sometimes people are only worth a cheaper alternative. This 20” Basic Rubber Chicken isn’t quite up to the standard of our highest quality rubber chicken, but it’s perfect for those moments when quantity of funny is more important than quality of funny. Soft vinyl. 12765. $6.95 ea.

DELUXE RUBBER CHICKEN
This isn’t the scrawny, anemic, unreal- istic Rubber Chicken sold everywhere else; this is the world’s finest version! The amount of care and thought that goes into our Rubber Chicken guarantees that it’s funnier than any other brand. This Deluxe Rubber Chicken is 18½” long, hand-painted and made of a rugged latex that feels like plucked chicken skin. 09511. $8.95 ea.

GLOW-IN-THE-DARK RUBBER CHICKEN
This 20” soft vinyl Glow-in-the-Dark Rubber Chicken will make you giggle no matter how little light there is. Whether you’re sitting in the dark in your living room pretending to not be home while someone knocks on the door, building a blanket fort or UPS-ing yourself cross-country in a crate, you’ll be laughing the entire time. 12838. $10.95 ea.

RUBBER CHICKEN FINGER PUPPET
This 20” soft vinyl 3 inch Finger Puppet is so mean it is a serious finger you’ve got. In fact, I’ll call your fingers all somber and sullen. What’s up with that? This latex 6½” Finger Puppet will make your fingers turn into a rubber chicken. Now your finger can go on tour and open up for Steve Harvey. No joke! 12781. $4.50 ea.
**BIGGEST AND LOUDEST RUBBER CHICKEN**

Everybody knows that Rubber Chickens are funny, especially when they squawk! This Rubber Chicken is 22” long and squawks so loudly it will eventually be banned from schools, churches and family dinners all over the nation. It’s the tuba of Rubber Chickens!

*22 inches*

**RUBBER CHICKEN SCARF**

A Rubber Chicken Scarf is a fashion statement for the hilarious! Even though it’s so warm it will keep you from getting sore throats, it won’t stop your throat from feeling funny. Get it! Hilarious! This soft-knit acrylic 71” long scarf is the perfect fashion accessory for your favorite funny person.

12726. $11.95 ea.

**MEH BANDAGES**

These Meh Bandages aren’t what you want for serious injuries. When the scratch isn’t too bad, you don’t have a medical emergency — you have a MEH-di-cal emergency. These fifteen large sterile strips, 3” x 1½” , decorated with the word “Meh” let the world know not to worry about you. It tells the world it’s always good to have a bandage handy and it might as well be a Handage.

12856. $5.95 ea.

**HANDAGES**

It’s always good to have a bandage handy and it might as well be a Handage. These hand-decorated bandages will save you from having to cover each little cut and scrape with your own hand. Think of the convenience! Maybe if I don’t care about this boo-boo, neither should you. They come in a 3¾” tall metal tin with a FREE PRIZE! Latex-free adhesive.

12845. $8.95 ea.

**UFF DA! BANDAGES**

The first thing a Scandinavian does after a minor injury is utter an “Uff Da” under their breath. Now, you can follow that up with an Uff Da Bandage. Featuring the colors of the Norwegian flag. Each of the fifteen large, 3” x 1” sterile strips says Uff Da! They’ll let the world know you’re hurt, but that’s just part of life. They come in a 3¼” tall metal tin with a FREE PRIZE! Latex-free adhesive.

12880. $5.95 ea.

**UFF DA! AIR FRESHENER**

Another car cut you off? Miss your exit? The Uff Da! Air Freshener is there to help you express dismay in the most Scandinavian way. Smells like lingonberry, because of course it does. This 4½” air freshener is made of heavy cardboard. String for hanging included.

12867. $5.50 ea.

**WALLINGFORD BEAST AIR FRESHENER**

When we moved our store into its current Wallingford location, we were shocked to discover that we had a cryptozoological creature living under the store. At night, we heard its clickety feet skitter across the floor and we were intrigued. Then, when it came out during the day and we saw its wispy bits of hair and black-hole stare, we fell in love. Now, you can have our ghastly buddy staring at you every time you drive! This 3½” air freshener smells like Pacific Northwest pine. Made of heavy cardboard. String for hanging included.

12877. $3.50 ea.

**KRAMPUS AIR FRESHENER**

Christmas is seasonal, but Krampus is a year-round tradition! Show your appreciation for the dark side of the whole nice/naughty spectrum with this vehicular reminder of Krampus! Perfect for keeping kids quiet during long trips. This 4½” air freshener smells like cinnamon. Made of heavy cardboard.

12867. $3.50 ea.

**UFF DA! SCARF**

Our favorite maker of “dad jokes.” Its creator, simply named “Rubber Chicken”, thought of the scarf as the perfect fashion accessory to make your can cooler in temperature and cooler in the “world’s coolest store” — it’s made of heavy cardboard! String for hanging included.

12726. $11.95 ea.

**MEH SCARF**

This 4½” air freshener is made of heavy cardboard! String for hanging included.

12856. $5.95 ea.
CAR FULL OF RUBBER CHICKENS AUTO SUNSHADE
This sunshade has so many bees on it, we had to buy new computers that could handle the design! When you plop this in your window, it creates the illusion that your car is full of bees! Can you go in the carpool lane if you have a swarm of bees riding shotgun? At 50” x 27½”, this sunshade is big enough for most cars. Protects, cools and blocks out UV rays, it will also make it appear like it’s full of a squad of sassy squirrels. At 50” x 27½”, it’s big enough for most cars. It protects, cools and blocks out UV rays. Includes two suction cups for simple installation. Folds for easy storage.
12857. $14.95 ea.

CAR FULL OF BEES AUTO SUNSHADE
Imagine that these five Rubber Chickens just flew the coop in your car. They’re on the run from the fox police with permanent looks of surprise plastered on their tiny faces. Not only will this sunshade keep out the sun, but it’ll also make everyone who sees it smile. While it makes no sound, it’s impossible to look at this fleeing flock of fowl without imagining their insistent squawks. Guaranteed to get attention in a parking lot. At 50” x 27½”, this sunshade is big enough for most cars. It protects, cools and blocks out UV rays. Includes two suction cups for simple installation. Folds for easy storage.
12823. $14.95 ea.

CAR FULL OF SQUIRRELS AUTO SUNSHADE
Want it to look like something nutty is going on in your car? Does driving make you feel a little squirrely? This sunshade will not only protect and cool your car while blocking UV rays, it will also make it appear like it’s full of a squad of sassy squirrels. At 50” x 27½”, it’s big enough for most cars. It protects, cools and blocks out UV rays. Includes two suction cups for simple installation. Folds for easy storage.
12761. $14.95 ea.

CAR FULL OF CATS AUTO SUNSHADE
If you could have your deepest wish for a car accessory come true, wouldn’t it be that all your cats could come with you everywhere? This sunshade makes it look to outside observers that your wish has come true. It’s filled to cat-pacity! At 50” x 27½”, it’s big enough for most cars. Protects, cools and blocks out UV rays. Includes two suction cups for installation so simple, even a kitty could do it. Folds for easy storage.
12709. $14.95 ea.

DISSENT MINTS
Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg has a special collar she wears when she is dissenting from a majority opinion. These mints celebrate that collar and freshen your breath! Each 3½” x 1½” x ½” tin contains .85 oz. of mints.
12752. $3.50 ea.

BIGFOOT MINTS
If you lived in the forest and ate only berries and raw fish, you’d have bad breath too. On those occasions when Bigfoot has to interact with other people, these are the breath mints he uses to freshen up. Each 3½” x 1½” x ½” tin contains .85 oz. of mints.
12672. $3.50 ea.

UNICORN MINTS
RUBBER CHICKEN MINTS
This tin provides a wonderful reminder that the world is a magical place full of hope and glitter. Offering one to a friend shows you know unicorns are real and they want people to have good breath. Each 3½” x 1½” x ½” tin contains .85 oz. of mints.
12762. $3.50 ea.

FRIED CHICKEN CANDY
If it were economically feasible, we’d sell Fried Chicken Candy in a cardboard bucket. Instead, it’s a 3½” x 2½” x 2½” tin filled with 2½ oz. of individually wrapped chicken-flavored candy. These brown and yellow striped hard candies taste like fried chicken. You can decide if that’s a good thing or a bad thing. This time when someone says, ‘It tastes like chicken,’ they finally mean it!
12860. $5.95 ea.

LOBSTER CANDY
Get out your bib; these lobster candies have all the flavor of everyone’s favorite clawed delicacy with none of the pesky exoskeletons. You’ll feel like you’re sitting in a fancy restaurant paying big prices like some kind of Wall Street tycoon. This hard candy with orange and white stripes tastes like lobster with a bit of butter. Comes in a colorful 3½” x 2½” x 2½” tin with 2½ oz. worth of individually wrapped candy.
12863. $5.95 ea.

MAC & CHEESE CANDY
If they love mac and cheese, they’ll be shocked and surprised to try Mac & Cheese Candy. This hard candy with yellow and white stripes tastes like the flavor packet in instant mac and cheese. Yum! Yum! Comes in a colorful 3½” x 2½” x 2½” tin with 2½ oz. worth of individually wrapped candy.
12865. $5.95 ea.

MAC & CHEESE CANDY
Get out your bib; these lobster candies have all the flavor of everyone’s favorite clawed delicacy with none of the pesky exoskeletons. You’ll feel like you’re sitting in a fancy restaurant paying big prices like some kind of Wall Street tycoon. This hard candy with orange and white stripes tastes like lobster with a bit of butter. Comes in a colorful 3½” x 2½” x 2½” tin with 2½ oz. worth of individually wrapped candy.
12863. $5.95 ea.

UNICORN MINTS
This rubber chicken illustration on the tin of these Rubber Chicken Mints is hilarious, but the mints don’t taste funny — they’re mint-flavored. You’re guaranteed a giggle when you offer one to someone. Each 3½” x 1½” x ½” tin contains .85 oz of mints.
12873. $3.50 ea.

Place your order on mcphee.com

Need more info about a product? Go to mcphee.com
Not everything needs to be done online. Some of the best things in life don’t require a password, two-step verification or allowing cookies. This set of three notebooks labeled: I didn’t buy this on Amazon, I didn’t Google it, I read it in a book and Antisocial Media lets the world know that things like privacy and personal connection are important to you. Each notebook is 48 pages, 5⅛” x 3½” and contains ruled paper.

Ruth Bader Ginsburg Nodder

Strongly held opinions come naturally to Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. There might seem to be an irony with making a nodder of Justice Ginsburg is 5” tall. When she disagrees with a majority opinion, Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg wears a special lace collar symbolizing dissent. Now, when you disagree with a majority, you can wear this shirt! Also good for disagreeing with societal assumptions that lead to the disenfranchisement and subjugation of everyone except the people in charge. M6637. $4.50 set of 3.

Unicorn Mask

You are a unicorn 24/7/365, so why should you only be seen during the day? This glowing Unicorn Mask will become a signature part of your nocturnal wardrobe. Also looks great in clubs, haunted houses and dreams. Just charge it up with light and then you’re ready for hours of magical fun. This is a latex mask that fits most adult heads. M6643. $29.95 ea.

Dissent Socks

When she disagrees with a majority opinion, Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg wears a special lace collar symbolizing dissent. Now, when you disagree with a majority, you can wear this shirt! Also good for disagreeing with societal assumptions that lead to the disenfranchisement and subjugation of everyone except the people in charge. M6651. $14.95 ea.

Disfear and Planning to Run for Office

Women’s crew socks disagree with all your business. Wear them to stand up for what’s right! These black and gray, soft combed cotton blend women’s crew socks are a simple way to show you’re not having it. Perfect for marches, confronting jerks and planning to run for office. 12843. $8.95 ea.

Glow-in-the-Dark Unicorn Mask

This is a latex mask that fits most adult heads. M6650. $29.95 ea.
UNICORN PLAYING CARDS
If you play games with Unicorn Playing Cards, regular Bridge becomes Rainbow Bridge and War becomes Peace! Each deck of 52 cards is decorated on the back with unicorns and includes two unicorn-themed jokers. This is the official deck of the Fairyland Casino, where wood nymphs are the dealers and there’s a goldfish in a bubble around every corner. These are standard size cards, 2½” x 3½”, in a colorfully illustrated tin.
12847. $6.95 ea.

UNICORN DISCOVERY KIT
Truthfully, you don’t really find a unicorn, a unicorn finds you. This kit helps you discover your inner-unicorn and perhaps attract the unicorn of your dreams. Includes a detailed instruction booklet, an Inflatable Unicorn Horn, stickers, a journal and a membership card for you to carry around with you. All in a 7” x 5” x 1½” decorated cardboard box.
12635. $15.95 ea.

UNICORN NOTEBOOKS
Sure, you’re filled with dark, angry thoughts, but you can write those somewhere else. These Unicorn Notebooks are as inspiring as the thoughts you write inside! This set of three 48-page, 5½” x 3½” notebooks is decorated with colorful unicorns and labeled Unicorn Quest, Beautiful Thoughts and Every Day Is Awesome. Ruled paper.
12679 $6.95 set of 3.

UNICORN SQUIRREL FEEDER
If you were to bring lunch for a unicorn, you’d fill this 8” x 7” x 4” metal lunchbox with cupcakes, marzipan and ambrosia salad. Since you’re (probably) not a unicorn, we suggest you fill this lunchbox with whatever you like. Enchanted Unicorn Bandages use the power of unicorns to heal your wounds! The sparkling dazzle of the unicorn is on the other side of the bandage, which is decorated with rainbows and prancing one-horned horses. Each 3½” tall metal tin contains fifteen 3” x 1” latex-free vinyl adhesive bandages with steriley gauze and a FREE PRIZE to take your mind off of the excruciating pain.
12267. $6.95 ea.

HEADCORN
Look at your boring old hand! It’s so practical with its opposable digit and prehensile–ness, but it lacks a certain MAGIC! You need Handicorn! Handicorn will transform your former fist into the fun-loving feline that you know he hides beneath his scowl. The 5½” horn uses a four-point elastic strap system to hold it comfortably on Mr. Purrbelly’s noggin and you get an instant unicorn cat.
12364. $5.95 ea.

INFLATABLE UNICORN HORN FOR CATS
Your cat pretends to be standoffish and cool, but slip this Inflatable Unicorn Horn for Cats on top of kitty’s cranium and he’ll reveal the fun-loving feline that you know he hides beneath his gowl. The 5½” horn uses a four-point elastic strap system to hold it comfortably around with all the time? This is the next best thing! This 3½” electronic Emergency Unicorn noisemaker includes four phrases—You’re Amazing, Glitter & Rainbows, Believe in Unicorns and Come Frolic! Great for irritating grumps who don’t believe in unicorns! Batteries included.
12756. $3.50 ea.

INFLATABLE UNICORN HORN
Is your secret unicorn always begging to come out at the most inopportune times? The next time you hear that mystical whinny, just remove your 11” unicorn horn from the tin, inflate it, and secure the elastic strap around your head. Suddenly, you are a unicorn! Transform even the most mundane activities into a dramatic statement (e.g., riding in an elevator, going to the theater, appearing in court).
12677. $6.95 ea.

DO YOU BELIEVE IN UNICORNS?
If you’re reading this in the Archie McPhee magazine, you might be a unicorn. But if you’re not, wouldn’t you love to have a unicorn to hang around with all the time? This is the next best thing! This 3½” electronic Emergency Unicorn noisemaker includes four phrases—You’re Amazing, Glitter & Rainbows, Believe in Unicorns and Come Frolic! Great for irritating grumps who don’t believe in unicorns! Batteries included.
12751. $9.95 ea.

EMERGENCY UNICORN
This is not your car, it’s a mobile fantasyland populated with unicorns! This 4½” tall heavy cardboard air freshener with cotton candy scent comes with a string for hanging and an illustration of a mystical unicorn.
17748. $5.95 ea.

INFLATABLE UNICORN AIR FRESHENER
This 4½” tall heavy cardboard air freshener with cotton candy scent comes with a string for hanging and an illustration of a mystical unicorn.
12756. $3.50 ea.
These enamel pins will dress up any outfit. Whether you’re dressing in your best pantsuit, beekeeper’s suit or sleeveless jean jacket, you’ll carry a piece of our trademark weirdness with you. These are die-cast metal and enamel pins that range in size from 1” to 2”.

$7.95 ea.

More Strange Pins Available at: mcphee.com

Our Rubber Chicken Museum, located inside Archie McPhee, is celebrating its first anniversary. As we work to fulfill our mission to educate the world about rubber chickens, we’ve added several new exhibits, including the MSNBC rubber chicken and a rubber chicken rainbow. Stop by and enjoy! We even have a turnstile.

“Plastic poultry reigns supreme in this quirky little museum. Dozens of the bright yellow birds fill the space, peering out from their display cases with their beaks agape as if frozen in perpetual laughter.” - Atlas Obscura

Our store is located in Seattle’s Wallingford neighborhood. Just minutes away from downtown and the University of Washington. 1300 N 45th St, Seattle, WA 98103

Place your order on mcphee.com

Need more info about a product? Go to mcphee.com

THINGS TO DO AT THE ARCHIE MCPHEE STORE IN SEATTLE!

• Shop for over 10,000 weird and wonderful oddities!
• Pose with Bigfoot in front of the store!
• Gaze at our eye-popping glow chamber!
• Yak it up with Cap’n Archie!
• Hug the world’s largest Rubber Chicken!
• Crush a coin using our pressed penny machine with four different designs!
• Recoil in terror from the Wallingford Beast!
• Gaze in awe at our Wall of Fame!
• Ask questions of MOTOG, the Terrible Talking Tiki God!
• Visit the FREE Rubber Chicken Museum!

Our Rubber Chicken Museum, located inside Archie McPhee, is celebrating its first anniversary. As we work to fulfill our mission to educate the world about rubber chickens, we’ve added several new exhibits, including the MSNBC rubber chicken and a rubber chicken rainbow. Stop by and enjoy! We even have a turnstile.
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OVER 40 NEW ITEMS!